
IMC’s Space Programme
IMC’s Space Programme is a direct artist support to provide a suitable space where artists can
develop their craft and practise together without having to take on the financial burden of renting
their own premises.

In V1 of IMC’s Space Programme, we’re partnering with The Bunker, a multi-use rehearsal
and studio space on Talbot St, Dublin 1.

What is the Space suitable for?

The space is intended for use by duos, trios, bands and ensembles to:
● Rehearse
● Write together



● Shoot Video
● Shoot Photos

What is the Space NOT suitable for?

As we have limited slots available each week, the Space is NOT intended for use as a Solo
Practice space. We want to encourage more collaboration and to prioritise groups using the
space.

The Space is NOT currently suitable for public performances of any kind. This may change in
future iterations of the programme.

What is the capacity?

The Space is suitable for up to 15 musicians and has 2 adjoining rooms which can be used in
tandem.



What times/days can I book in? Is there a limit to
the number of hours I can book?

The Space will be available to book from 11am to 8pm on Sundays and 10am to 10pm on
Mondays. Tuesdays - Saturdays are unavailable. There is a maximum of 8 hours total time
available to book on each day.

Members can book a slot (minimum 2 hours, maximum 4 hours) and can book a maximum
of 16 hours over each 30 day period.

How far in advance of my booking should I
book?

Bookings can be made up to 30 days in advance. All bookings must be confirmed at least 4
days (96 hours) in advance.

Is there a full backline in place?

Yes! Details of the backline available to use can be found here

https://www.improvisedmusic.ie/content/files/Space_Backline_(The_Bunker).pdf

